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Now that the harvest and holiday seasons are over, you may find yourself having a little bit extra free 

time and you may be wondering what you could do with some of that free time. Catching up on record 

keeping may be a good place to start if you find yourself in this situation. Record keeping is an effective 

way to get good data on your herd, and is very helpful when making management decisions. Despite its 

importance, record keeping is often undervalued and overlooked on many dairies. Many producers 

nowadays have some type of electronic record keeping system, with the most common being PCDART 

and DairyComp, but there are still a ton of farmers around that are using handwritten records. 

Handwritten records can be just as impactful, for those that stay on top of them and use them to their 

potential. Two areas specifically that would greatly benefit from increased adoption of good record 

keeping are calf and heifer management, and transition cow management. Good calf health records are 

difficult to come by on many dairies that we visit, yet this is a very important area to have records on. 

Implementing an extensive record keeping software can be a daunting, and maybe even unrealistic on 

some dairies that don’t have access to technology. A simple solution is to start with detailed 

handwritten records. Charts work great for these situations where you have a column for calf ID, date, 

symptoms, diagnosis, treatment, duration, amount, withdrawal time etc. At a later date, if you become 

more comfortable or able to implement an electronic software to help with record keeping, assign an 

employee a half a day a week to inputting the handwritten records into the system. Likewise, transition 

cow management can be facilitated with the use of good record keeping. Again, having a simple chart as 

outlined in the figure below can be a simple, effective tool for monitoring individual cow health across 

the transition period. Lastly, as part of FARM 4.0 “Continuous Improvement Plan” farmers will be 

required to have permanent written or electronic drug treatment records that are maintained and 

available for review by veterinarians. There is no time like the present to get started on establishing a 

good record keeping protocol if you have not already!  
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